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Domaine Anne & Hervé SIGAUT 
 

 
 

 

The SIGAUTs are unassuming but genuinely committed vignerons Anne is totally committed to her work and has a huge passion for 

their 7 hectares of vineyards ; Hervé is refreshingly logical in his approach to vineyard work : he pays attention to the lunar calendar 

for the key interventions while horses are used to plough in certain vineyards . The winery was revamped in 2004 with a sorting 

table and his stainless steel tanks are sunk in the floor of the winery which helps evacuate harmful carbon dioxide during 

fermentation . The fruit is entirely destalked and fermentation is determined by the vintage but care is always  taken not to 

overextract . 

He touches the wines as little as possible in the cellar and racks only once .1/3 New barrels from several coopers are used  

Bottling takes place  14 – 18 months after harvest. 

These wines are thoroughbred examples of the magnificent terroirs  of Chambolle and Morey  

Chambolle Musigny AC : 10 different plots  

Alluring nose of ripe wild strawberry ; well defined palate with good intensity and clean refreshing length  

 

Chambolle Musigny Derrière le Four another plot of 80 year old vines  

 

Chambolle Musigny Les Bussières  single old vine plot on the northern side of the village close to Morey The wine boasts a stunning 

opulent black fruit bouquet with round mouth filling  texture and velvet tanins  

 

Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru Noirots : just under a hectare - 3 plots planted in 1996 1980 and 1960’s lying under the midriff of 

Bonnes Mares   damson/plum aroma with a hint of treacle ; expansive , velvety palate with almost salty attack and  a lingering gamy 

finish   

 

Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru Les Fuées : 3 plots at northern end of vineyard planted 1996 and 1977 abutting Bonnes Mares  soil 

layer very thin so ploughed by horse   

Refined bouquet of cherry/strawberry and whiff of clove ; palate is finely textured and precisely woven with vibrance ; coiled in its 

youth but gains grace and breeding as it ages elegant almost violet length  

 

Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru les Sentiers Single 0.7 hectare plot below northern section of Bonnes Mares Planted 1947  

meaty expression of Pinot Noir redolent of polished mahogany ; the palate is powerful and mouthfilling with a refined dense velevet 

texture with a swelling richness and savoury length  

 

Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru Les Châtelots 5 plots over 50 years old (in 2007 )  

floral / exotic disarmingly complex bouquet A plump , silky palate leads to a multi facetted “fruit gum “ finish  

 

Morey St Denis 1er Cru Les Millandes a single 0.34 hectare plot planted in 1989 and the 1950’s and pruned on Cordon de Royat 

system  Refreshing bouquet with hints of watermelon with blueberry in the background ,  The palate has great nervosity with a 

liquorice and leather finish  

 



 


